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A with the articles which are prepared by the participant in skill development 

training program

The secretary of the ARUNODAYA observes the potentiality of a beneficiary who

was attend the skill development training programme.

The participant who are listen the instructors words carefully before they involve in

the training.
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The product which was produced by the trainees at the time of they are participating

in the skill development training programme.

3. National festival program:  

This year also the organization celebrate the National festival in its target areas, this

year  we  are  able  to  cover  more  than  12  villages  for  National  festivals  with  creating

awareness of legal factors and water and soil conservation, Environmental etc.

4. Future plans:   

 In the coming year 2014 the ARUNODAYA plan to implement the Drinking water

awareness programme and 6 SRB world water days along with follow-up of previous year

programme.
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ANNUAL REPORT-2014

5. Brief of this report:  

The  organization  ``  ARUNODAYA’’  wants  to  Reaches  its  goal  ``that  is

CAPSA------ collective Action for progress and social advancement’’ so in the year 2014

we  are  able  to  achieve  people  participation  with  following  activities  which  was

implemented by the `` ARUNODAYA’’

The community itself shows their interest in the community development program

and the organization implements its activity with participatory approach for the benefits of

the community. 

6. DRINKING WATER AWARENESS PROGRAMME:  

This year the organization is able to put sing its step in the drinking water awareness

camp, with the help of Zillapanchayath as per that the organization   is able to organize the

community to involve in the drinking water awareness. The ARUNODAYA also facilitate

to the community to get opportunity to learn more matter about water and its consumption

and method of prepare the good water for consume, and other related matters  with the

expertise of the Subjects.
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The key-persons who are involved in the Drinking water awareness programme.

The  organization  ``ARUNODAYA’’  implement  the  Drinking  water  awareness

programme with well equipped and experts to deal with grass roots.

One of the Resource people speaks to the participant regarding awareness on drinking
water 
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         The  president  and other  Resource  persons  also  participant  in  drinking water

awareness camp.

7. 6SRB programme:   

In the year 2014 the ARUNODAYA able to achieve the 6SRB programme for the

benefits of Drop-outs and school children’s. arthud the help of sarva shikshana abhiyana

and department of education.

The Resource persons speak about the importance of the 6SRB programme.

The organization aiming with the drop outs and other children’s and made them

attractively to turn their faces to education with learning equipments as per that this year

the organization implement the 6 SRB (Special Residential Boarding Center) program with

survey and study and organize the whole atmosphere of the school children’s.
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The organization facilitate to the children’s through resource persons and others.

When know is very well of child psychology etc. 

The  children  are  who  beneficiaries  of  the  `6’  are  RSB  programme  is

participated in the programme.

The children’s are fecilated by the education materials the programme organized by

ARUNODAYA Mr.Veeraiah the vice president of the organization is led the programme. 

8. I.E.S Programme NBA & NREGA Program:    

The  organization  took  part  in  IES  activities  with  the  Co-operation  of

Zillapanchayath under NBA and NREGA schemes.
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The team is getting in to action to IES activities with street ply and awareness songs

etc.

The team enacted street ply under NREGA scheme to create awareness among gross

roots.

9. WORLD WATER DAY PROGRAMME:  

The organization giving importance to basic needs of water and good environment

so this year `ARUNODAYA’ celebrate the world water day program.
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The organization is success fully able to create the awareness regarding importance

of straggle the water and what is the present satiation of the water in the world etc.

  The organization is able to mobilize the gross roots to think about the ground well

and other water storage places in their villages.

The organization, organized the `Cycle Jatha’ to create awareness among the grass

roots.

The `Cycle Jatha’ was organized by `ARUNODAYA’ Mr.K.Siddappa president of

the organization. Lead the Jatha which is implementation on the occasion of world water

day.
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The  social  activities  along  with  the  president  of  `ARUNODAYA’ celebrate  the

world water day to create awareness among grass roots.

10. S.H.G.Awareness programme:   

This year the organization is able to achieve 3rd phase self help group formation and

strengthened  the  group  with  create  the  awareness  regarding  importance  of  savings.

Especially the self sustainment among the women groups.

In the year 2014 the organization is able to form more than 27 self help groups with

providing all equipments which is relevant to self help groups. Like account books and

cash books and ledgers etc.
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The  programme  of  self  help  group  member’s  awareness  implemented  by

`ARUNODAYA’

The self help kits along with account books and group seal and bank linkage things,

are  distributed  to  the  beneficiaries.  The  secretary  Mrs.  Ambika  Jalagar,  explained  the

method of using SHG Kit to the beneficiaries.
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               A seen of formation of self help groups. The president and Vice president along 

with Resource person are participated in the activity.

The members of self  help group members are discussed with the secretary Mrs.

Ambika Jalagar regarding the facilities of self help groups in their Target Area.

3. Sports and cultural meet: (youth):  

 This year also follow-up sports and cultural meet to exchange and share the cultural

experiences. 

3. Community Leaders orientation:   

The  organization  mainly  focusing  on  community  approach  and  participation  of

every events of the implementation of the all activities.
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The  team  of  `ARUNODAYA’  celebrate  the  Nethaji  Subhash  Chandra  Bose

Birthday, on the occasion of community Leaders orientation. This was very much essential

to the organization to achieve its goal.

3. Talents day program  Nudi sambrama:-  

This year the organization organizes the Nudi sambrama and talents day along with

environmental awareness in their respected target area.

The  team  talented  person  who  are  participating  in  talents  day  as  the  part  of  Nudi

sambrama.

11. Skill development training programme:-  
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This  year  also  the  organization  implements  the  skill  development  activities

regarding  eradication  of  poverty  and  unemployment  satiation.  So  the  organization

implements the skill development training to educated unemployed in the target area.

The participants who are called by the word beneficiaries, they are able to prudence

several things after getting trainings.

The Resource persons show the prod met what the trainees are able to prudence with

trainings.

12. HEALTH AWARENESS programme:   

This year the organization is able to implement the Health Awareness activities.

This  year  mainly  concentrate  on  school  child  health  and  girl  child  health  and

community health with the help of local doctors and physicians.
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            One of the ladies discussed with the doctor regarding her sight problem. The

programme called community Health Check-up camp. Organized by the Arunodaya for the

benefit of community people who wants to Health Check-up after 40 and above.

The community members are registered their names with a voulentair regarding contact to

the doctor of General Health check-up camp.
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13. Research and survey activities:  

In this year the organization has take very significant steps like research and survey

activities. In this path the organization has identified women who are very below poverty

line and organize them as self help groups; through these groups the organization helps

them for economic development. 

Through  the  community  survey  a  need  analysis  is  done  and  it  is  come  to  a

conclusion that as there are quite a few garment industries are around Haveri District there

is a demand for skilled workers for these industries. As we have seen a large number of

women are only with basic education, (below high school, 1 to 7). As per this study we

have a future  action plan to effective implementation of skill  development trainings to

women in Haveri District.

Further, through the community study, we have seen a large number of children are

living from the put of education or school. In the last year also we have identified many

school drafts out children in Haveri District and we have rehabilitated those children under

the 12 RST program. 

14. Two New Branches:

In this  year the  organization extremely extended his  work to  Haveri  and Gadga

Districts. Hence, the organization has started new branches in Karnataka  one is located at

AICD Haveri, Kanaka Complex, Kanaka Das Circle, P.B.Road, Haveri and second one is

located at Government Hospital, Kurubara Oni, Pete Bana, Laksmeswra.
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Gadag District, Lakshmeshwara Branch

Inauguration of Haveri Branch

.
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